QAP & Neighborhood
Transformation
The #FHAct50 Building
Opportunity Fund

Create
diverse,
How
Can
We… mixed-income neighborhoods
Empower cities to solve local housing challenges

Demonstrate the power of affordable housing

FHAct50 is a $3 million per-city fund of 9% housing
tax credits that is competitively awarded by
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Columbus to achieve
transformative changes in a single neighborhood.
Each affordable unit must be leveraged by a marketrate unit in the same neighborhood, created at the
same time.

1:1
18 Months

OHFA’s intention is to promote mixed-income development by pairing
affordable housing with concurrent investments in new, market-rate
development. In its sole discretion, OHFA will liberally construe this
phrase to achieve those purposes. OHFA will review for eligibility the
following non-exhaustive list of development types: new construction; “gut
rehabilitation” as defined in the Design & Architectural Standards;
“substantial rehabilitation” as defined in the Qualified Allocation Plan; the
adaptive reuse of non-residential structures; and/or the demolition and
rebuilding of vacant buildings that were not habitable. Moderate
rehabilitations will not be considered.

1:1

Developments involving any element of rehabilitation or repair of existing
structures must be supported by clear evidence demonstrating that
the construction will result in a housing unit that was not recently available
for residential purposes at any income range
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Locally tailored solutions
Deeply engaging, publically-driven approach
Cross-sector collaboration
Competitive and transparent accountability

Target Area Plan
• All “revitalization plan” requirements
–
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Community Input & Ownership
Housing Policy, both affordable and market
Other policies (like economic, transit, education, environmental, etc.)
Implementation Measures

At least one “high-impact” partnership for neighborhood success
Competitive Selection Process for the deals
Respond to the city’s AFFH/AI
Committee representing resident interests (think: community
quarterback)

Deal-Level Details
• 50%+ of units must be dedicated to a family population
• 25%+ local nonprofit ownership
• Same cost limits as competitive score ($11k/$18k credits per
unit)
• Same bedroom configurations as competitive pools
• “Age in Place” design for all new construction
• One-for-one replacement of any demo
• Resident consultation for any currently affordable units

Refine Concept
Cities Opt In by Sept. 28, 2018
T&A to Cities on Underwriting Requirements
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T&A to Cities on Community Engagement
Cities Submit TAP to OHFA

Cities Select Developments Through Competitive Process
Cities Nominate Developments to OHFA (each August)
OHFA Reviews for Threshold and Underwriting Only
Developments Proceed to Construction & Compliance
Ongoing Research and Evaluation Provided by OHFA

Engagement & Planning Consultants
Cleveland & Cincinnati:
• Analyzing Data and market conditions to identify housing needs;
Arch
Citystrategic
Development,
Planning
Insights, McGill
• Providing
consultation on Community
Target Area (or equivalent)
selection;
•Smith
Visioning
long-term community
and
planning;
Punshon,
& Vogtdevelopment
Strategic
Insights
• Providing guidance on intersection of land use, zoning, and site planning;
• Conducting community engagement, collaboration, and outreach;
• Planning, drafting, and editing a neighborhood development strategy;
Columbus:
• Crafting a transparent competitive selection process;
Neighborhood
Design
• Identifying plans alignment
withCenter
existing Analysis of Impediments/AFFH;
• Establishing a advising and consulting “committee” (or equivalent); and
• Providing routine updates and facilitating an ongoing dialogue between funders and recipients

+Dedicated Underwriting Liaison @ OHFA

Dr. Katie Fallon
Carlie J. Boos, Esq.
Ohio Housing Finance Agency
614.644.5650
CBoos@ohiohome.org

